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ABSTRACT 
Crystallization of L-cystine is a critical process in the pathogenesis of kidney stone formation in cystinuria, 
a disorder affecting more than 20,000 individuals in the U.S. alone. In an effort to elucidate the 
crystallization of L-cystine and the mode of action of tailored growth inhibitors that may constitute effective 
therapies, real-time, in situ atomic force microscopy (AFM) has been used to investigate the surface 
micromorphology and growth kinetics of the {0001} faces of L-cystine at various supersaturations and 
concentrations of the growth inhibitor L-cystine dimethylester (CDME). Crystal growth is actuated by 
screw dislocations on the {0001} L-cystine surface, producing hexagonal spiral hillocks that are a 
consequence of six interlacing spirals of anisotropic molecular layers. The high level of elastic stress in 
the immediate vicinity around the dislocation line results in a decrease in the step velocities and a 
corresponding increase in the spacing of steps. The kinetic curves acquired in the presence of CDME 
conform to the classical Cabrera-Vermilyea model. Anomalous birefringence in the { } growth 
sectors, combined with computational modeling, supports a high fidelity of stereospecific binding of 
CDME, in a unique orientation, exclusively at one of the six crystallographically unique projections on the 
{ } plane. 
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Cystinuria, a genetic disorder that afflicts more than 20,000 individuals in the U.S. alone, is associated 
with abnormal levels of L-cystine in the kidney and is often accompanied by recurring formation of L-
cystine stones. Current treatments for L-cystine stone prevention include dilution through high fluid 
intake,1 increasing urine pH through ingestion of alkalinizing potassium or sodium salts,1,2 or the 
administration of L-cystine binding thiol drugs (CBTDs).3 These treatments suppress, but typically do not 
completely prevent, stone formation. Moreover, CBTDs do not reduce L-cystine concentrations 
sufficiently at dosages regarded as below the threshold for hypersensitivity and toxicity. Our laboratory 
recently demonstrated that low concentrations of certain additives - methyl esters of L-cystine that mimic 
the structure of L-cystine - inhibited the formation of L-cystine crystals, suggesting a new approach to a 
therapy for this disease.4 Real-time in situ atomic force microscopy (AFM) of L-cystine crystals in 
supersaturated L-cystine solutions revealed growth hillocks emanating from screw dislocations on the 
(0001) face. The micromorphology of these hillocks was attributed to interlaced spirals of anisotropic 
molecular layers of L-cystine bunching in a manner that deceptively appeared as stacks of hexagonal 
islands. The addition of the L-cystine methyl esters to the growth solution resulted in roughening of the 
hillock steps as well as a decrease in step velocity. These observations suggested that step pinning by 
“molecular imposters,” sometimes referred to as tailor-made auxiliaries that are known to affect crystal 
morphology,5-7 was responsible for growth inhibition. Further investigation of the molecular mechanisms 
responsible for these phenomena may lead to advances in the design of new therapeutic agents for the 
prevention of L-cystine stones. Moreover, the ease of locating dislocations on the L-cystine (0001) surface 
and the ability to use AFM for quantitative measurements of step velocities provides a unique opportunity 
to test crystal growth theories and inhibition at the near-molecular level, expanding on related 
investigations of crystal growth that have largely been limited to inorganic and macromolecular crystals.8-
10 
Herein, we describe AFM investigations of the micromorphology of dislocation spirals on the (0001) face 
of hexagonal L-cystine crystals, quantitative measurements of kinetic coefficients, critical length, and step 
spacing, and the influence of the inhibitor L-cystine dimethylester (CDME) on these features. The high 
level of elastic stress in the vicinity of the dislocation outcrop increases the effective solubility, as 
surmised from step spacings larger than those expected from classical spiral growth models. Growth 
inhibition by CDME is consistent with a Cabrera-Vermilyea step-pinning mechanism, and anomalous 
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fidelity of stereospecific binding of CDME, in a unique orientation, exclusively at one of the six 
crystallographically unique projections on the { } plane. 
EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 
Preparation of hexagonal L-cystine crystals. All crystallization experiments were performed at pH = 
6.3. Under these conditions L-cystine crystallizes as hexagonal platelets expressing {0001} and { } 
faces.11 The hexagonal modification, in contrast to the tetragonal polymorph, was crystallized from a 
supersaturated L-cystine solution prepared by adding 70 mg of L-cystine to 100 mL of deionized water (3 
mM), followed by heating under reflux at 100 °C for 30 min with stirring so that the L-cystine dissolved 
completely. The resulting solution corresponds to a relative supersaturation C/Ceq  5, based on the 
reported solubility (Ceq = 0.7 mM at pH 7, 25 C;
12-14). The value Ceq = 0.7 mM was confirmed by our 
AFM measurements (Figure 7B). The solution was then allowed to cool slowly with stirring for 75 min, 
after which 30 mL aliquots were transferred to separate glass containers, which were then sealed (to 
prevent evaporation and exposure to airborne particulates) and stored for 72 hours at room temperature 
without stirring. Single crystals were collected by vacuum filtration (Whatman Grade 1 filters, >11 μm 
pores) and air-dried prior to AFM experiments. Bulk crystallization of L-cystine in the presence of CDME 
was performed by adding the required amount of CDME to a 200 mL aliquot of the supersaturated L-
cystine solution that had been allowed to cool for 75 minutes, prior to observable crystallization. 
In situ AFM measurements of crystal growth. Hexagonal L-cystine crystals, prepared by the procedure 
above, were transferred onto an AFM specimen disk coated with partially cured (1 min) Norland optical 
adhesive (Type 81) by gently pressing the disk against hexagonal platelets collected by filtration 
(Whatman Nuclepore membrane, 8 μm). The (0001) faces of the hexagonal plates naturally aligned 
parallel to the specimen disk, which allowed facile measurement of { } step velocities. The adhered 
crystals were affixed permanently by curing the adhesive completely with additional UV radiation (15 
min). The mounted L-cystine crystals were etched slightly by immersion in deionized water for 30 sec at 
65 C to remove any amorphous deposits or impurities present on the surface. In situ AFM was 
performed at room temperature with a Digital Instruments (Santa Barbara, CA) Nanoscope IIIa 
Multimode system to collect sequential images of growing crystals. All measurements were performed in 
a 0.5 mL cell designed to contain liquids, using contact mode and Veeco NP-B Si3N4 tips on silicon 
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Prior to measuring step velocities in the presence of CDME, the AFM fluid cell was flushed with a 2 mM 
L-cystine solution to regenerate the crystal surface and to confirm the step velocity at this concentration.    
This and all subsequent measurements were performed under a continuous flow of L-cystine solution 
(injected into the AFM cell with a syringe pump at a rate of 10 mL/h) in order to maintain constant 
supersaturation and additive concentration. The velocities of step bunches, VA*, were determined by 
measuring the distance of the steps from a reference point, usually the dislocation core, in consecutive 
deflection images acquired at periodic intervals that ranged from 9 - 14 sec. The steps advanced linearly 
with time. The standard deviation was calculated from the average of the step velocities determined for 
three different steps on the same terrace of a given crystal. Velocities of the minor (c/6) steps, 
corresponding to a single molecular layer, in the core region (VA(+),VB(+),..VC(-)) were determined according 
to the procedure illustrated in Figure 2C,D and described in its caption. 
Step edge root-mean-square (RMS) roughness. The step edge RMS roughness was calculated from 
AFM images, acquired in height mode, as , where yi is the displacement of the step 
edge from the average position yav, evaluated from the linear fit for N points measured for a given edge. 
The RMS roughness was determined from the average of measurements on six differently oriented steps 
located outside the dislocation core (1 – 2 μm from the center of a common dislocation hillock). 
Optical microscopy. Anomalous birefringence viewed along [0001] direction of L-cystine crystals was 
imaged with an Olympus BX50 polarized light microscope equipped with a digital camera. The linear 
retardance and the extinction directions were determined by the rotating polarizer technique, as 
implemented in a prototype of the Metripol microscope.15,16 
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). The total CDME concentration included in L-cystine crystals 
through overgrowth was measured by 1H NMR of solutions consisting of crystals dissolved in 1M DCl. 
Spectra were acquired with a Bruker AVANCE 400 spectrometer and the residual solvent proton 
resonance of D2O at 4.79 ppm was taken as the reference.  
Computations. Geometry optimizations and single-point energy calculations were conducted using the 
Forcite molecular mechanics tool within Accelrys Materials Studio® v 4.2. The Quasi-Newton algorithm 
was used for all geometry optimizations with a convergence tolerance of 2.0  10-5 kcal/mol for the 
energy, 0.001 kcal/mol/Å for the force and 1.0  10-5 Å for the displacement. The COMPASS forcefield17 
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chosen for the evaluation of van der Waals and electrostatic terms to an accuracy of 0.0001 kcal/mol with 
a buffer width of 0.5 Å.  
Stepped L-cystine surfaces were created by importing the hexagonal L-cystine crystallographic 
information file into Materials Studio, inserting bonds between the atoms, and optimizing the unit cell. 
(0001) L-cystine surfaces were created by cleaving the L-cystine unit cell to a fractional depth of 0.67 
(four L-cystine molecules) and constructing an 8  8 (43.36 Å  43.36 Å) supercell. Rows of surface 
molecules were manually deleted to create steps in all six { } orientations. A vacuum slab of 100 Å 
was inserted above each stepped surface structure and 3D boundary conditions were applied. Solvation 
energies were calculated using the General Utility Lattice Program (GULP), version 4.0.3.18 The various 
L-cystine structures (stepped surfaces, isolated rows) were solvated using the COSMIC model19 with a 
dielectric constant of 78.4 and a solvent radius of 1.4 Å, a delta solvent radius of 1.3 Å, and a cutoff of 10 
Å, with 194 points per sphere. 
Binding energies associated with the attachment of an infinite row of L-cystine molecules to infinite steps 
along each of the six { } growth directions (Eb) (Table 1) were calculated from single-point energy 
calculations and solvation energies. Single-point energy calculations were performed on stepped surfaces 
with steps oriented along one of the six { } growth orientations (Estep). Stepped surfaces in each 
orientation were built in a similar manner with an additional row of L-cystine molecules at the step site, 
and single-point energy calculations were again performed (Estep+row). The additional rows of molecules 
were isolated and single-point energy calculations were performed (Erow). Solvation energies for the 
supercell structures associated with Estep, Erow, and Estep+row for each orientation were calculated 
subsequently. Binding energies of infinite rows to steps along the six growth orientations of L-cystine 
were calculated by  
Eb = ([Estep+row+ Estep+row, solv] – [(Estep+ Estep, solv) + (Erow + Erow, solv)])/N. 
where N is the number of molecules in the row binding to the step site per supercell (N = 8 in this case).  
CDME incorporation into a L-cystine crystal was modeled by replacement of a L-cystine molecule in the 
crystal structure. A 5a  4b x 1c supercell was created from the L-cystine unit cell and an incorporated 
CDME molecule was created by replacing the terminal carboxylate groups of a single L-cystine molecule 
with methyl esters. The amine groups on the L-cystine backbone of the CDME molecule were 
deprotonated to maintain charge neutrality and 3D boundary conditions were applied to model an infinite 
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allowed to relax. The unconstrained portion of supercell measured 3a x 4b x 1/2c (36 of the 120 
molecules). 
Binding energies of CDME to the six crystallographically unique orientations of L-cystine layers along 
the { } growth face were calculated as replacement energies (Erepl), with CDME binding 
stereospecifically at each crystal binding site. The { } growth surface was constructed by cleaving the 
hexagonal unit cell parallel to the ( ) growth plane to a depth of six unit cells (26.84 Å). A 1v x 4u 
(56.28 Å  21.68 Å) supercell was constructed and a 100 Å vacuum slab was constructed above the ( ) 
surface. The conformation of the single unconstrained CDME or L-cystine molecule at each binding site 
was optimized with all surrounding L-cystine molecules constrained. Single-point energy calculations 
were then performed on each of the simulation cells to determine the total energy of the CDME- and L-
cystine-incorporated systems (ECDME-incorporated surface and EL-cystine surface). Isolated L-cystine and CDME 
molecules were optimized and their energies calculated (EL-cystine and ECDME). Replacement energies (Erepl) 
were calculated as 
Erepl = (ECDME-incorporated surface + EL-cystine) – (EL-cystine surface + ECDME). 
Elastic constants were independently calculated using two different programs distinguished by different 
force fields; GULP was used with the GAFF forcefield20 with RESP-A1A charges21 and Materials Studio 
with the COMPASS forcefield. GULP calculates the elastic constants analytically, whereas Materials 
Studio employs a numerical algorithm. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Dislocation spirals on {0001} L-cystine faces. Real time, in situ atomic force microscopy (AFM) was 
used to investigate the crystal growth modes on the (0001) hexagonal L-cystine (noncentrosymmetric 
space group P6122)
22 surface in solutions supersaturated with L-cystine (L-cystine solubility Ceq = 0.7 
mM). Spontaneous nucleation on the crystal surface was observed consistently at concentrations greater 
than 3.5 mM, precluding AFM measurements of spiral growth.  In the concentration range 0.7 mM < C < 
3.5 mM, however, spiral growth on the {0001} L-cystine face dominates, as reported previously by our 
laboratory.4 Under these conditions the {0001} surface was characterized by hexagonal growth hillocks 
that resemble stacks of islands. Each island was approximately 5.6 nm high, corresponding to the c unit 
cell length (c = 5.6275 nm). The 61 screw axis inherent to the space group symmetry is expressed as a 
pinwheel of minor steps, successively rotated clockwise around the c axis by 60° that spin out from each 
island below. The height of these minor steps is ca. 1 nm, equivalent to c/6, the thickness of one of six 
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cystine molecule (Figure 1A). The magnitude of the Burgers vector normal to the {0001} face is c = 
5.6275 nm,22 and the observation of the c/6 steps is tantamount to step splitting.23,24 The handedness of the 
spiral hillocks on the {0001} faces of L- and D-cystine reflects the chirality at the molecular level; the 
spirals spin counterclockwise on L-cystine {0001} but clockwise on D-cystine {0001} (based on 
examination of 80 L-cystine spirals and 5 D-cystine spirals). A similar preference for the handedness of 
spirals has been observed for other enantiomeric crystals, including amino acids.25 Although the results 
described herein are based on data acquired for L-cystine, the behavior of D-cystine was found to be 
identical in every respect except spiral handedness. We note, however, that pairs of screw dislocations of 
opposite chiralities (i.e. Frank-Read sources) also have been observed on the {0001} face of L-cystine. 
Although the origin of spiral handedness is not fully understood, it is reasonable to suggest that the 










Figure 1. (A) Three adjacent helices of L-cystine molecules, as viewed along the [ ] direction (i.e. the b axis), 
each winding about a 61 screw axis along the [0001] direction (i.e. the c axis). Six layers of L-cystine molecules, 
denoted C1 to C6, span the 5.6 nm c axis, resulting in six unique presentations of L-cystine molecules on each of the 
six growth faces. (B) Schematic illustration of a hexagonal L-cystine crystal with Miller indices. (C) Schematic 
illustration of a hexagonal crystal with a height spanning six molecular layers. The colors correspond to different 
orientations of L-cystine at each face. For example, green denotes a unique orientation of L-cystine on the ( ) 
face in layer C1, on the ( ) face in layer C2, etc., winding around the c axis according to the 61 screw axis 
symmetry. (D) Schematic illustration of the C1 layer viewed along the c axis. The six different presentations of L-
cystine, denoted A(+), B(+), C(+), A(-), B(-), and C(-), correspond to the edges of a c/6 molecular layer and their 
growth directions (as observed by AFM, see below). (E) Space-filling model of a single cystine c/6 layer. Atom colors: 
carbon (gray), oxygen (red), nitrogen (blue), sulfur (yellow), hydrogen (white). (F) The crystal structure of a C1 layer 
as viewed along the c axis. A, B, and C correspond to slices regarded as the most reasonable based on Hartman-
Perdok theory. Intermolecular amine-carboxylate hydrogen bonds in the (0001) plane are highlighted in colored 
dotted lines (I dCH2…-O(C=O) = 2.48 Å, II, dNH3+…-O(C=O) = 2.44 Å, III, dNH3+…-O(C=O)=1.80 Å, IV, dNH3+…-O(C=O)=1.91 Å, V, 
dCH2…-O(C=O)=2.64 Å). Single crystal structural data retrieved from the Cambridge Structural Database; REFCODE 
LCYSTI10, Reference 22. 
The c/6 molecular layers of L-cystine contain a two-fold axis in-plane, but lack symmetry elements (e.g., 
rotation, mirror) parallel to [0001], resulting in a structural anisotropy. Each layer, denoted C1 through C6 
in Figure 1A, is bounded by six inequivalent edges aligned with the < > directions, defining six minor 
step planes with unique surface energies that anticipate different step lengths and growth velocities. 
According to Hartman-Perdok theory,26-28 steps that sever the fewest strong bonds have the lowest surface 
energy. The step velocity is expected to scale with the step surface energy, that is, the steps with the 
lowest surface energy are expected to exhibit the slowest step velocities. Using the molecular layer 
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lowest energy steps are parallel to { } planes, corresponding to slices A, B, and C in Figure 1F. These 
minor steps can advance in either the forward or reverse direction, leading to six unique growth 
directions, denoted A(+), A(-), B(+), B(-), C(+), and C(-) (Figure 1D). Minor step A contains two in-plane 
N-H…O hydrogen bond pairs (1.80 Å) and short S…S contacts (3.47 Å) along the [ ] direction and 
truncates the fewest hydrogen bonds (two N-H…O hydrogen bonds pairs (1.91 Å)). Minor steps B and C, 
parallel to other < > directions, each truncate four N-H…O hydrogen bond pairs, (two stronger bond 
pairs, 1.80 Å, and two weaker bond pairs, 1.91 Å), suggesting a higher step surface energy and velocity of 
these steps compared with step A.   
This qualitative step energy ranking based on hydrogen bond counting was corroborated by calculation of 
the binding energies of rows of L-cystine molecules to the six unique molecular steps, either in vacuum or 
with implicit solvation, the latter treating solvent as a continuous medium rather than as individual 
solvent molecules. Calculations could not discriminate between opposite growth directions within a pair 
(A(+)/A(-), B(+)/B(-), C(+)/C(-)), but the binding energies of minor steps A(+) and A(-) were smaller 
than the other four steps, consistent with a lower surface energy and suggesting lower step velocities 
(Table 1).  
Table 1. Binding energies associated with infinite rows of L-cystine 
molecules associated with steps constructed from the six edges in 





Binding energy per 
molecule (kcal/mol) 
  Vacuum Solvated 
( ) A(+) -43.8 -22.4 
(1̅010̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ) A(-) -43.8 -22.4 
 (11̅00) B(+) -98.3 -36.2 
 (1̅100) B(-) -98.3 -36.2 
(01̅10) C(+) -98.3 -35.9 
 (011̅0) C(-) -98.3 -35.9 
As reported previously,29 the coincidence of the screw dislocation axis and crystallographic screw axis in 
hexagonal L-cystine results in six-threaded interlaced spirals, as observed using real-time in situ AFM. As 
the six minor steps are generated and advance from the dislocation core, the slowest step limits the 
propagation of faster-advancing steps in the layers above, resulting in bunching of the minor steps to form 
the 5.6-nm major steps flanking the hexagonal islands. Consequently, the growth anisotropy of a single 
molecular layer cannot be deduced from the bunched edges. Instead, the mode and rate of growth of the 
six step edges enclosing a molecular layer requires inspection near the dislocation core, where step 
bunches have not yet formed and each edge of a molecular layer can be discerned (Figure 2; the number 
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near the core are often rounded and show significant variations in velocity at constant growth conditions, 
particularly at low supersaturations (Figure 3) that is characteristic of the Cabrera-Vermilyea step pinning 
by an adventitious adsorbing impurity.8 Impurity-free growth rates were therefore estimated from the 
maximum step velocity along a given direction for several crystals (Figure. 2C,D). The step velocities 
along each growth direction at three supersaturations investigated exhibit strong anisotropy (Table 2). As 
expected from the structural and computational analyses above, the step velocities of A(+) and A(-) were 
significantly smaller than those of the other four steps. The step velocities for B(+), B(-), C(+), and C(-) at 
C  ≥ 1.2 mM usually reflected a lower limit because the acquisition time for a single image frame was 
slow compared with the evolution of the spiral arms. Measurements of step velocities for the slowest 
segments, A(+) and A(-), were reliable and reproducible at all supersaturations, however. Notably, 
velocities of A(+) in the core region (labeled as VA(+)) are smaller than velocities measured outside the 
core region (labeled by VA*), which can be attributed to the high level of elastic stress near the dislocation 
line (see below). Far from the hillock center, the velocity of the slowest step, A(+), is nearly identical to 
that of the step bunches, consistent with the advance of A(+) limiting the rate of advance of the other five 
steps and the absence of diffusion control on the crystallization kinetics. 
 
Figure 2. Growth hillocks on the L-cystine (0001) surface formed by a single dislocation. (A) Six unique growth steps are labeled 
from 1 to 6 and the six segment orientations for a single molecular layer are denoted by letters A(+) to C(-). Segment 
orientations for the edges of molecular layer 1 are highlighted by a white line. (B) The critical length, Lc, for 2B(+). L-cystine 
concentration C = 1.5 mM. (C, D) Step velocity measurements: ; . L-cystine 
concentration C = 1.2 mM. The time intervals, t, between (A) and (B), (C) and (D) are 5.25 s. 
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Table 2. Segment velocities, critical lengths, and some characteristics calculated for different L-cystine concentrations. Lc values 
represent the minimum measured length for B(+) steps on several crystals. Segment orientations are shown in Figure 2A. 






0 – d 
(kJ/mol) 
Step velocity, V (nm/s) LcB (nm) 
Meas.    Calc. 
rV=0 
(nm) A* A(+) B(+) C(+) A(-) B(-) C(-) 
1.2 1.31 0.45 2.3 1.8 13 9.5 5.1 12.7 10.9 33 19 22 
1.5 1.85 1.00 4.4 2.1 >10.6 >14.3 6.5 >15.8 17.6 25 13 15 
2.0 2.55 1.71 9.3 8.1 >25.3 >23.3 17.3 35.3 >23.1 21 10 11 
The evolution of one turn of a spiral emanating from a single dislocation on the (0001) face of L-cystine 
reveals six straight c/6 segments, assigned to A(+), initially radiating from the core (Figure 3A). 
Advancement of these steps, which are pinned to the core, results in the formation of new segments 
associated with B(+) in the same molecular layer, rotated by 60 with respect to A(+) as required by 
symmetry. Steps with B(+) orientations increase in length, advancing only when they reach a critical 
length Lc.
8,30 The time elapsed between the onset of straight segment A(+) (Figure 3M) and the onset of 
the advancement of B(+) (Figures 3M-P, 3A-F) requires more than one-half of the duration of the entire 
spiral growth cycle, reflecting the slow velocity of A(+). This process is followed by fast formation of 
segments along the C(+) and A(-) orientations because of the relatively fast advance of the B(+) and C(+) 
steps, respectively. B(+), C(+) and A(-), all with higher step velocities than A(+), catch up to A(+), 
initially forming a slow-growing bunch consisting of 2-4 steps (Figure 3G). Although six equivalent 
bunches are anticipated, asymmetry of the core results in the formation of only a few bunched edges 
initially (Figure 3G), eventually forming six bunched edges (Figure 3I) but with a height of 2-4 
elementary layers. At this point, the core appears as it did at the beginning of the cycle (cf. Figure 3I and 
3A), although in Figure 3A the pinwheel is formed by A(+) steps while in Figure 3I it is formed by A(-) 
steps. The slow propagation along A(-) determines the time required for B(-) to reach the critical length 
(Figure 3H-L), after which B(-) advances faster by comparison, forming segment C(-) that in turn 
advances and spawns A(+). Because segment A(+) has the slowest velocity it is the orientation most 
evident in the core region as well as on terraces beyond the core (Figure 8A, below), thereby creating the 
impression of a pinwheel (Figure 3P). After one complete revolution of the spiral, other segments are 
terminated either by the spiral center or by the step bunch, which has a height corresponding to six 
elementary layers. After the generation of multiple spirals a hillock forms that resembles a stack of 
isolated islands separated by terraces. These islands, however, are not closed loops. Rather, they are a 









Figure 3. Series of AFM images showing the evolution of the core morphology during one turn of the spiral. The longest step 
edges are presumed to be A(+). L-cystine concentration C = 1.2 mM. The time interval between images is 10.5 seconds.  
The slow advancement of step A(+) enabled measurement of the critical length of the B(+) step. 
Measurements of the critical length required for the onset of step advancement were precluded for the 
remaining faster growing steps by the slow timescale of the AFM measurement. Interestingly, faceted 
protrusions are often observed on step B(+) distant from the core, revealing that segment B(+) near the 
core is immobile. This is illustrated in Figures 2A-B, in which the B(+) segment reaches a length of 100 
nm, after which a protrusion with a step parallel to B(+) advances at the far end of the segment. The width 
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length decreases with increasing supersaturation (Table 2). Although the critical lengths for the other five 
steps could not be measured it is reasonable to suggest that these values would be comparable to or 
smaller than the value of Lc measured for B(+).  
The step edge energy i can be estimated with equation (1), where Ebi is the binding energy per molecule 
in a row of molecules attaching to step edge i, NA is Avogadro’s number and a = 0.5422 nm, the lattice 
spacing for L-cystine parallel to a { } step in the {0001} plane. The binding energies for steps A(+) 
and A(-), EbA = -94 kJ/mol (-22 kcal/mol), are smaller than those for steps B(+), B(-), C(+), and C(-), EbB 
= EbC = -152 kJ/mol (-36 kcal/mol) (Table 1), corresponding to edge energies of A = 1.4 x 10
-10 J/m and 
B = C = 2.3 x 10
-10 J/m, respectively. The step surface energies, 6i/c, calculated from the respective edge 
energies divided by the height of the step riser c/6, are 0.15 and 0.25 J/m2. These values are not unlike 
those reported for similar crystals8,31 as well the value (6/c = 0.1 J/m2) surmised from a correlation 
between solubility and surface energy for a variety of compounds. 32 
 
; i = A, B, C (1) 
Edge lengths of a hexagonal elementary layer can be deduced by minimizing the sum of the volume and 
edge energies of a hexagonal nucleus (see Appendix)33. In the case of L-cystine, the hexagonal nucleus 
consisting of one elementary layer is characterized by two edge types, A and B, corresponding to the slow 
(A(+) and A(-)) and fast (B(+), B(-), C(+), and C(-)) edges. The critical lengths for the slow and fast step 
edge types, LcA and LcB, depend on the step surface energies and the driving force for crystallization, 
defined as , according to equations (2a) and (2b), where R is the universal gas 





Critical lengths can be calculated from the binding energy per molecule in a row of molecules attaching to 
a step edge i, Ebi, by substitution of eq. (1) into (2b), resulting in eq. (3).  
 












 0 R ln eqT C C 
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Critical lengths calculated for the fast growing step edges, LcB, using eq. (3) and EbA = -94 kJ/mol (-22 
kcal/mol) (Table 1) were roughly half as large as those measured by AFM at various supersaturations 
(Table 2). Nonetheless, this correspondence between calculations and measurements is reasonably good 
given that impurity-induced error in AFM measurements would inflate the measured critical lengths. 
Unknown impurities in the growth solution can result in step pinning of a developing step edge that 
would necessitate a longer segment length for the segment to be stable.34 Furthermore, discrepancy 
between the calculated and measured critical lengths can result from errors in the binding energy EbA, that 
was calculated using implicit solvation and does not mimic solvent-crystal interactions precisely.   
Spacing of step bunches on {0001} L-cystine faces. The spacing of step bunches, d, is governed by the 
slowest step that underlays the bunch, A(+) in this case. Using a simple geometric construction, an 
anisotropic polygonal spiral with N sides35 has a characteristic spiral rotation time given by eq. (4), where 
Lci and Vi are the critical length and velocity of the i
th segment, respectively, and αi,i-1 is the angle between 
ith and (i-1)th segments of the spiral. 
 
 (4) 
The periodic nature of the spiral requires that αN+1,N = α1,N. In the case of L-cystine, N = 6, 
, i = 1,2, … , 6, corresponding to A(+),B(+),...C(-). The spacing of step 
bunches, d, in all six directions is given by eq. (5)  
 . 
(5) 
Assuming that all Lci are comparable and substituting measured LcB and Vi values (Table 2), equation (5) 
predicts d values (olive squares in Figure 4) that are approximately six times smaller than measured 
values (black and red triangles in Figure 4). 
 , 1
1 1






























Figure 4. The dependence of step bunch spacings (d) on L-cystine concentration (C). Black and red triangles correspond to CCDME 
= 0 and 0.04 mM, respectively. The error bars correspond to the standard deviations for measurements averaged over the six 
crystallographically equivalent < > directions. Olive squares, blue diamonds, and magenta circles correspond to d 
calculated from equations (5), (12), and (13), respectively. Radii of the highly strained region used in the calculations: r0 = 70 nm 
(eq. (12)) (illustrated schematically in Figure 6B), r01 = 90 nm and r02 = 40 nm (eq. (13)) (Figure 5A). 
Close inspection of the dislocation core revealed protrusions along step segments distant from the core 
and immobile step segments in the immediate vicinity of the dislocation (Figures 2B, 5A). Within this 
region surrounding the dislocation core, steps move slowly and segments of new orientations do not form, 
resulting in a cavity around the dislocation core with a radius range of r0 = 40-90 nm (Figure 5A,C). The 
value of r0 appeared to decrease with increasing supersaturation, although significant step roughness at 
low supersaturations and high step velocities at high supersaturations precluded accurate measurements. 
The size of the cavity oscillates in time along with the stages of spiral formation. At the onset of spiral 
formation, at which each minor step edge corresponds to A(+), a well-defined hollow core is observed 
(Figures 3A,B,P, 5D). The formation of B(-), C(-), and A(+) during the turn of the spiral results in an 
increase in the size of the cavity surrounding the dislocation core (Figures 3L,M, 5C). The presence of a 
cavity around the dislocation core suggests the presence of a highly strained region, which would increase 
the free energy of the crystal in this region and thus decrease the driving force for crystallization, leading 
to a suppression of growth. The presence of such a highly strained region around the dislocation core 









Figure 5. (A,B) Two subsequent images (t = 5.3 s) for L-cystine growing at C = 1.2 mM. Radii r01 and r02 show anisotropy of 
growth suppression around the dislocation core. Straight arrows show growth directions for 5A(+) and 5A(-). Curved arrows 
illustrate fast formation of new segments with rapid change of the step growth direction. Identification of the slowest growing 
edge in (B) reveals that this is the 5th elementary layer relative to Figure 2 (the A(+) step is parallel to 8 o’clock as opposed to 1 
o’clock in Figure 2).  (C,D) Two subsequent images (t = 18.6 s) for L-cystine crystal growing at C = 1.5 mM. The cavity in image 
(C) is almost completely gone in image (D), leaving a small hollow core.  
The excess elastic energy U associated with the strained core decreases the driving force for 
crystallization according to eq. (6), where Δμ0 is the driving force for crystallization in the absence of a 
strained core. Impurities reduce the driving force for crystallization by Δμd = RTln(Cd/Ceq), where Cd is 
the L-cystine concentration above which step velocity is not slowed by impurities, and Ceq is the solubility 
of L-cystine in the absence of impurities.  
  
(6) 
Excess elastic energy around the dislocation line is given by eq. (7),36 where Λ is a heat of fusion and rh is 
the Hooke radius, given by eq. (8). The Burgers vector magnitude b is equal to the lattice constant c = 
5.6275 nm,  is molar volume of L-cystine(1.42∙10-4 m3/mol), s is a geometric constant related to the 
orientation of Burgers vector with respect to the dislocation line (s = 1 for a screw dislocation), and G is 
the shear modulus of L-cystine, which corresponds to an elastically isotropic body.37 Although the elastic 
moduli (bulk, Young, and shear) of L-cystine kidney stones (aggregates of numerous small crystals) have 
been reported,37 the single-crystal elastic constants of L-cystine are not known. Using the Reuss, Voigt, 
and Hill approximations – averaging schemes by which anisotropic single-crystal elastic constants can be 
converted into isotropic, polycrystalline elastic moduli – the isotropic, polycrystalline elastic moduli were 
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calculated for single-crystalline L-cystine using GULP (GAFF forcefield) and Materials Studio 
(COMPASS forcefield implemented in Forcite). The elastic moduli of kidney stones (25.4, 20.1, and 7.3 
GPa, corresponding to the bulk, Young, and shear moduli, respectively)37 are somewhat consistent with 
the calculated moduli (23.9-26.1, 28.3-50.4, and 6.4-13.6 GPa). The calculated and measured bulk and 
shear moduli match very well, while the calculated Young modulus calculated for a single crystal is larger 
than the measured polycrystalline sample. This is not surprising because the presence of intercrystalline 
boundaries should make the material softer, thereby reducing the Young’s modulus. 
 
 




The radius of the strained screw dislocation core can be calculated from eq. (7) as the radius rV=0, at which 
the driving force for crystallization is zero, Δμ = 0. Combining expressions (6) – (8), where r = rV=0, 
affords eq. (9).  
  
(9) 
For molecular crystals of similar melting points, Tm = 230-270°C, Λ ~ 24-37 kJ/mol,
38,39 and U = Δμ0 – 
Δμd = 0.45-1.71 kJ/mol. Therefore, Λ >> (Δμ0 – Δμd ), then Λ/(Δμ0 – Δμd )>> 1, and the unknown Λ can 
be eliminated from eq. (9).  
Eq. (8) was derived assuming elastic isotropy of the crystal, however, for screw dislocations in hexagonal 
crystals with Burgers vector oriented along [0001], the elastic stiffness constant c44 should be used instead 
of the isotropic G.40 The elastic stiffness tensors, cij, were calculated for L-cystine using two methods 
(Table 3), which afforded c44 = 3.1 GPa (GULP, GAFF forcefield) and c44 = 4.2 GPa (Forcite, COMPASS 






































Table 3. Calculated elastic stiffness (cij, GPa) constants for L-cystine. 
Elastic compliance (sij, 1/TPa) constants are included for reference. 






ij cij sij cij sij 
11 58.3 19.8 47.3 35.3 
12 20.8 -6.9 29.5 -20.8 
13 6.7 -1.8 11.6 -4.9 
33 46.7 21.9 34.3 32.4 
44 3.1 318.6 4.19 238.8 
Replacing Young’s modulus in eq. (9) with the stiffness constant, G = c44, and substituting the geometric 
factor for screw dislocations, s = 1, yields eq. (10). Substituting the stiffness constant, c44 = 3.7 GPa (the 
average of the two calculated values), eq. (10) affords rV=0 = 11-22 nm (Table 2), which is smaller than 
experimentally measured r0 = 40-90 nm (Figure 5A-C). This discrepancy can arise in part from 
underestimation of c44 (there is no experimental data) and b (possible existence of edge component of the 
Burgers vector). Additionally, the structure of the core seems to be more complex than was assumed in 
the derivation of eq. (7) and (8), evident by the observation of elongated cores that do not conform to 
hexagonal symmetry (Figures 2, 3).  
  
(10) 
To account for the effect of the strained core region on the step bunch spacing, d, equation (5) can be 
modified such that the time required to create a new segment i is determined not only by the time to create 
a segment of critical length, Lci, but also by the time necessary to traverse a part of the core region 
perimeter so that creation of the new segment becomes possible (i.e. the time necessary for Lc2 to traverse 
a distance of d12 before formation of Lc3 in Figure 6). A similar explanation has been invoked for 
triangular spirals on {101} faces of potassium dihydrogen phosphate crystals that surround highly 
strained dislocation cores.41 Adapting this model for N-sided spirals with circular cores, Figure 6 affords 
the time, 2 = d2/V2, between the creation of critical segments of lengths Lc2 and Lc3. During 2, segment 2 
will travel a distance d2 = d12 + dc3 with velocity V2. The first term, which is equivalent to d12 = r0(cosα1,2 
+ 1) determines the distance traveled by Lc2 to traverse the perimeter of a core of radius r0 before the 
segment Lc3 can begin to form. The second term equivalent to dc3 = Lc3sinα2,3 refers to the distance 
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spiral is the sum of all partial times I, affording eq. (11). In the specific case of L-cystine, for which N = 






Figure 6. Formation of isotropic hexagonal spiral (A) without and (B) with an inactive (i.e. highly strained) central core of radius 
r0, where growth is suppressed. (A) Segment Lc3 is formed after a distance of dc3 is traversed in the absence of a strained 
dislocation core. (B) Segment Lc3 is formed after a distance of d12 + dc3 is traversed in the presence of a strained dislocation core.  
Step bunch spacings predicted by Equation (12) (blue diamonds in Figure 4) more closely match the 
observed values of step bunch spacings. A discrepancy remains, however, that can be attributed to an 
elongated rather than a circular dislocation core. One cycle of the elongated spiral core in Figure 5A can 
be divided into four parts (Figure 5A,B):  
    , 1 0 1, 2
1
1 1
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(i) Slow growth of a step in orientation A(+) with a distance of 2r01∙sin(/3), resulting in the 
formation of the immobile segment B(+). Propagation of the B(+) begins when A(+) travels an 
additional distance of Lc∙sin(/3);  
(ii) Fast growth of B(+) with fast formation of C(+) and A(-) instantaneously thereafter. These 
segments travel only a distance of approximately 2r02∙sin(/3), thus defining the ellipticity of the 
core region. The critical lengths LcC(+) and LcA(-) cannot be measured, but they are embedded in the 
distance 2r02∙sin(/3);  
(iii) Slow displacement of A(-) by a distance of (2r01 + Lc)∙sin(/3);  
(iv) Fast formation of B(-), C(-), and A(+), where segments B(-) and C(-) travel a distance of  
2r02∙sin(/3).  
Summing the distances traversed around each part of the dislocation core affords eq. (13), which now 
anticipates step bunch spacings that agree well with the observed values (magenta circle in Figure 4). 
That is, by accounting for elastic stress around the dislocation line, manifested as suppressed growth in 
the dislocation outcrop defined by r01 = 90 nm and r02 = 40 nm (see Figure 5A), calculated step bunch 
spacings are in agreement with measured values. The dislocation core is anisotropic and the step 
movement around the core follows this anisotropy, further increasing step bunch spacings. 
  
(13)  
Effect of CDME on L-cystine growth. The presence of relatively small concentrations of the additive L-
cystine dimethylester (CDME) can reduce step velocities on (0001) L-cystine faces substantially.4 Figure 
7 illustrates the effect of L-cystine concentration, C, on the velocity of step bunches, VA
*, without 
additives and at various concentrations of CDME. L-cystine in the absence of CDME exhibits a “dead 
zone”, characterized by the upper limit concentration of L-cystine, Ctd, which corresponds to the 
minimum supersaturation required for non-zero step velocity. In the absence of CDME, L-cystine growth 
exhibits a dead zone below Ctd = 0.8 mM, signifying the presence of an adventitious impurity that inhibits 
growth. It is likely that the lower concentration limit at which the growth rate is zero corresponds to the 
solubility of L-cystine, Ceq, which agrees well with published L-cystine solubility, Ceq = 0.7 mM
12-14 (with 
CCDME = 0 mM). Dead zones also have been observed for dissolution
42 and melting,43 however; therefore, 
it can only be stated that solubility of L-cystine is within the concentration range of the dead zone.   
A(+)B
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The addition of CDME to supersaturated L-cystine solutions, such that CCDME = 0.056 and 0.149 mM, 
shifts the upper limit of the dead zone to Ctd = 1.1 and 1.6 mM, respectively (Figure 7B). In the presence 
of CDME, the dead zone is shifted to higher concentration values indicating an effective increase in L-
cystine solubility.  
Above Ctd, step velocities increase slowly until reaching Cd, a threshold value above which step velocity 
increases quickly and linearly. The existence of two threshold values, for the absence of growth (Ctd) and 
for very slow growth (Cd), respectively, is well known for different compounds crystallizing in the 
presence of impurities.44-46 The slowly increasing step velocities in the range Ctd < C < Cd, indicate an 
intermediate regime between complete and negligible inhibition of growth by impurities. The upper limit 
of this range is Cd  1.0, 2.0, and 2.7 mM for CCDME = 0, 0.056, and 0.149 mM, respectively.  At C > Cd 
step velocity increases steeply and linearly (Figure 7). The slope, which is proportional to the kinetic 
coefficient, , is nearly identical for CCDME = 0, 0.056, and 0.149 mM.  
The addition of CDME to supersaturated L-cystine solutions also results in roughened step edges (Figure 
8A,B), accompanied by a strong linear dependence of V/Videal, and roughness R0/R (Figure 8C) on CDME 
concentration, where Videal is the ideal step velocity at the same supersaturation without added CDME, 
determined from a linear curve with the same slope but extrapolated from the reported value of Ceq = 0.7 
mM; that is, assuming the same kinetic coefficient and the absence of a dead zone. The value of R0 = 2.8 








Figure 7. Step velocity VA* measured for bunches of six steps in A(+) orientation far from the dislocation outcrop as a function of 
L-cystine concentration in a solution. Black triangles - CCDME = 0; red squares - CCDME = 0.04 mM; blue circles - CCDME = 0.117 mM. 
(A) Step velocities at L-cystine concentrations, C, ranging from 0 – 4 mM at different CCDME. The absence of growth at positive C 
results in a dead zone, the upper limit of which is characterized by Ctd. Step velocities increase slowly with increasing C until Cd, 
after which the step velocities increase quickly and linearly with increasing C. The slope is proportional to the kinetic coefficient, 
, and is nearly identical for CCDME = 0, 0.056, and 0.149 mM. For L-cystine without additives  = VA*/[(C - Ceq)] = 7.0∙10-3 cm/s.  
(B) Step velocities in vicinity of the dead zone. Negative step velocities suggest dissolution. Error bars are not shown if they are 








Figure 8. (A,B) L-cystine growth hillocks forming at C = 2 mM. Step bunch edge roughness is much weaker for impurity free 
solution (A) compared to solution containing CCDME = 0.04 mM (B). (C) Relative roughness, R0/R, plotted versus relative step 
velocity, V/Videal. Black triangles: CCDME = 0; red squares: CCDME = 0.04 mM; blue circles: CCDME = 0.117 mM. 
These observed effects of CDME are consistent with the Cabrera-Vermilyea mechanism of impurity 
action,8,47 in which adsorbed impurity particles block step propagation. Although steps can grow past 
impurity particles, step pinning results in an increased step curvature that decreases the effective 
supersaturation, as described by the Gibbs-Thomson law.8 Because step velocity is proportional to 
supersaturation, step propagation slows. If the distance between adsorbed impurity particles is smaller 
than the diameter of the critical nucleus determined by the Gibbs-Thomson law at a particular 
supersaturation, step curvature is sufficiently high to decrease the effective supersaturation so that growth 
ceases. This is observed as a shift of the dead zone to higher L-cystine supersaturation ranges with 
increasing concentration of CDME.  
The velocity of the step bunch in the presence of impurities is given by eq. (14),47 where V0 is the step 
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given by eq. (2). The distance between impurity particles h = a√θ 
 
depends on the unit cell dimension, a, 
and the surface coverage by the impurity, , calculated from Henry’s adsorption isotherm = KCimpurity. 
Here K is the adsorption constant and Cimpurity is the concentration of impurities. Breaking through the 
"impurity fence" forces the step velocity to vary from V0 (straight step) to  (step with 
maximum curvature). The average step velocity is estimated as a geometric mean of these two extremes.  
  
(14) 
Equation (14) does not agree well with step velocities of L-cystine measured in the presence of CDME, 
however. The step velocities initially decrease quickly with increasing CDME concentration, CCDME, but 
this decrease slows at CCDME  0.05 mM, resulting in a non-zero V for a wide range of CCDME (Figure 9). 
Deviations from the classical model described by eq. (14) are not uncommon8,9 when growth inhibition 
occurs via step pinning.44-46,48-52 Several modifications to this step velocity model have been proposed, 
including: 
(i) Replacement of Henry’s adsorption isotherm with a Langmuir isotherm,50,51,53  in which the 
amount of surface adsorbate depends on the balance between adsorption and desorption 
processes rather than just proportional to the adsorbate concentration in a solution. This 
correction can be important for significant surface coverage by the impurity; however, the 
observation of non-zero step velocities of L-cystine in the presence of CDME is consistent 
with low surface coverage by strongly-adsorbed CDME stoppers.  
(ii) Application of a more correct expression for the driving force of crystallization (V  C 
instead of V  μ)46 is important if C >> Ceq and the approximation Δμ = RTln(C/Ceq)  RT(C 
- Ceq)/Ceq no longer holds. For L-cystine, however, C is close to Ceq and the difference is small.  
(iii) A better fit between calculated and measured step velocities has been reported using the 
arithmetic mean54 or minimum velocities50,51 instead of the geometric mean. These corrections, 
however, are not very well justified. The use of minimum step velocities slightly modifies the 
predicted step velocities but does not resolve the discrepancy between the calculated and 
measured values.  
(iv) The Gibbs-Thomson law serves as the basis for the inhibition mechanism. It is not applicable 
for systems with small kink densities.9,55 For L-cystine, this possibility is unlikely because 
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measured critical lengths are short (21-33 nm or 40-60 unit cells, Table 2) and in the presence 
of impurities steps on the (0001) L-cystine surface become rounded and rough, suggesting 
high kink densities for steps propagating along all { } orientations. Moreover, compared 
with crystals having low kink density, L-cystine is characterized by relatively high solubility 
and growth rate.  
(v) Impurities play a dual role not only pinning steps, but also slowing down attachment to kinks 
(combination of Cabrera-Vermilyea and Bliznakov-Chernov mechanisms).56 The dual role of 
impurities is confirmed by the direct dependence of dead zone width (a feature attributable to 
the Cabrera-Vermilyea step pinning mechanism) and the inverse dependence of kinetic 
coefficient (a feature attributable to the Bliznakov-Chernov kink blocking mechanism) with 
impurity concentration.50,51 For L-cystine, however, the kinetic coefficient does not change 
significantly with increasing concentration of CDME (Figure 7), indicating that the Bliznakov-
Chernov kink blocking mechanism is not applicable to L-cystine.  
(vi) Generally, elementary steps and macrosteps consisting of many elementary steps show 
different mobilities for the same impurity concentration. Macrosteps, then, might be 
responsible for the deviation from classical behavior.45,49 But for L-cystine, the only step 
configuration observed far from dislocation outcrops is a single bunch consisting of six 
elementary steps.  
(vii) If the characteristic time of impurity adsorption is comparable or larger than the terrace 
exposure time, the surface impurity concentration can show a complicated dependence on the 
step velocity.52,57,58 Comparable adsorption times for similarly sized L-cystine and CDME 
molecules are expected, however. 
(viii) Impurity “stoppers” can have a finite lifetime45 because they can detach from the surface or be 
incorporated by advancing steps. If h > 2rc, impurity adsorption/desorption processes do not 
have significant effects on the step velocity, but as h approaches 2rc the step velocity will be 
controlled by the lifetime of stoppers. If this lifetime is not large, the decrease in step velocity 
with increasing impurity concentration will be much more gradual than if stoppers are 
absolutely immobile.  
(ix) The stochastic impurity distribution over the crystal surface can result in different regimes of 
step advancement for h > 2rc and h  2rc.
44,59 As a result, step velocity does not approach zero 
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The two latter modifications to the step velocity model described by eq. (14) are applicable to a wide 
variety of crystals, including L-cystine, but the verification of these modifications is restricted by the 
absence of a quantitative theory.  
 
Figure 9. Step velocity dependence of the six-step bunches along the A(+) orientation on CDME concentration, distant from the 
dislocation core. The triangles correspond to experimental data and the blue curve corresponds to the classic Cabrera-
Vermilyea model, equation (14), with K = 6.8 L/mol. C = 2 mM. 
Mechanism of CDME incorporation into L-cystine crystals. The simple kinetic consideration 
discussed above does not elucidate the mechanism of CDME interaction with L-cystine during 
crystallization from solution. It does not distinguish whether CDME forms a solid solution with L-cystine, 
adsorbs on the L-cystine crystal surface, becomes incorporated into the crystal structure in the form of 
randomly oriented molecular clusters, or is not captured by the crystal at all. NMR measurements 
revealed that the total CDME concentration in L-cystine crystals grown in 3 mM L-cystine solutions 
containing 0.015 mM CDME is 0.28-0.45 mol % (0.39 mol % if averaged over all four measurements). 
These data do not reveal the distribution of CDME in the crystal, however. 
Hexagonal L-cystine plates should be optically uniaxial. If viewed between crossed polarizers with the 
unique axis parallel to the light path, the crystals should be extinguished in all azimuthal orientations of 
the crystal with respect to the crossed polarizer and analyzer.60,61 L-cystine crystals grown in the absence 
of CDME, however, were slightly biaxial with Δn  1.3∙10-4. The orientation of the fast and slow axes in 
anomalously birefringent { } growth sectors followed the hexagonal symmetry (Figure 10A-C). The 
orientation of the optical indicatrix is uniform within each { } growth sector. The larger refractive 
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the respective growth fronts (Figure 10A,B). This observation suggests the incorporation of an 
adventitious impurity into the L-cystine crystal,61,62 consistent with the kinetic dead zone observed for 
ostensibly pure L-cystine. Moreover, the impurity must be oriented identically in each sector with respect 
to the hexagonal symmetry of the crystal. Crystals grown in solutions containing small amounts of 
CDME (CCDME = 0.006 mM) exhibited only a slightly larger anomalous birefringence, ca. 1.4∙10
-4, but the 
birefringence became significantly larger at CCDME = 0.015 mM, ranging from 4∙10
-4 to 7∙10-4 (Figure 
10D-F). Observations at higher CDME concentrations were not possible because the resulting hexagonal 
crystals were very elongated along [0001] and the tetragonal L-cystine polymorph was formed 
preferentially. The { } sector-zoned distribution of anomalous birefringence suggests that the optical 
desymmetrization is a result of CDME incorporation into the L-cystine crystal lattice. The relative 
concentrations of CDME in {0001} and { } growth sectors are not known (Figure 10), but a higher 
CDME concentration in the { } growth sectors can be presumed given that the growth rate normal to 
the { } faces (i.e. the step bunches) decreases much more (ca. 50 times) than that of the {0001} faces 
(ca. 2 times) as CDME concentration in solution is increased from 0 to 0.015 mM.  Diminished retardance 
at the boundary between growth sectors (e.g. blue spokes in Figure 10F) may be a consequence of 














Figure 10. Anomalous birefringence in pure L-cystine crystals (A-C) and crystals with 0.015 mM CDME (D-F) viewed along the 
[0001] axis. C = 3 mM. (A,D) Polarized light micrographs; crossed polarizers are oriented vertically and horizontally; first order 
red retarder is inserted. (B,C) and (E,F) Birefringence imaging with red light,  = 630 nm, for two crystals. (B,E) False color map 
of the orientation (, ) of the larger refractive index, NZ’, in the cross section measured counterclockwise from horizontal axis  
(scale inset in (E) is same for (B)). (C,F) Retardance (, rad) is mapped as absolute value of sin using false color scale (shown in 
the inset; the same for both images). Grey color indicates that retardance could not be calculated from the data as the 
transmitted intensity through the inclined faces was too small). Birefringence is calculated as n = /(2H), where H is the 
thickness of the sample. 
The molecular origin of the anomalous birefringence can be rationalized on the basis of bond refractivity 
in the L-cystine crystal structure admixed with CDME. The esterification of terminal hydroxyl groups, 
resulting in the substitution of –CH3 for the terminal –H atoms on L-cystine, is expected to produce only a 
small perturbation in the optical indicatrix because the refractivity of O-H and O-C bonds are comparable 
(1.8 and 1.5 cm3/mol, respectively62). The refractivity of the S-S bond, however, is much larger (ca. 8 
cm3/mol).62 In the ideal hexagonal L-cystine structure all S-S bonds lie in { } planes and nearly 
parallel to < > directions (Figure 1B). Due to the presence of the 61 screw axis, the orientation of the 
S-S bond in (0001) plane rotates in 60 increments from layer C1 to C6 (Figure 1A), such that the average 
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Changes in the average S-S bond orientation that may be attributed to the increased birefringence upon 
CDME incorporation in L-cystine crystals were explored through simulations of a mixed crystal wherein 
an L-cystine molecule in the center of a 5a x 4b x 1c supercell was replaced with a CDME molecule, and 
the crystal structure optimized in the region immediately surrounding the CDME molecule. The resulting 
structure revealed a distortion from the parent L-cystine crystal structure, wherein the vector sum of the 
projections of all S-S bonds onto the (0001) plane in the crystal structure became nonzero, as expected. 
Notably, the vector sum of the S-S bonds for the entire supercell was oriented along only one of the six {
} planes, nearly coinciding with the orientation of the S-S bond of the replaced L-cystine molecule. 
The birefringence measurements demonstrated that the larger refractive index NZ’ in crystals with 
incorporated CDME was parallel to the { } faces (Figure 10E) in every { } growth sector, 
consistent with the S-S bond vector parallel to these faces. Combined with the computational result, the 
observed birefringence argues that CDME is preferentially incorporated during crystal growth at steps 
corresponding to A(+) or A(-). Calculation of the stereospecific replacement energies for CDME, 
however, revealed a trend that suggested CDME incorporation is favored at A(+) (Table 4). This 
conclusion also agrees well with the proposed mode of CDME binding to L-cystine,4 where preferential 
attachment of CDME to one of the six crystallographically unique sites on each of the { } faces was 
invoked on the basis of simple models and crystal morphologies. Collectively, these observations indicate 
that CDME is incorporated in L-cystine with remarkable fidelity with respect to its orientation at the 
growing steps. 
Table 4. Replacement energies for CDME incorporation at 
the step edges of a molecular layer (Figure 1E,F) 
 









Dislocation spirals on the (0001) face of hexagonal L-cystine beautifully illustrate the complexity of 
crystal growth and the correspondence between crystal symmetry and microscopic features, herein 
evident from real-time in situ AFM. The presence of six equivalent layers of L-cystine molecules within 
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afford strong in-plane anisotropy of growth rates, leads to unusual interlaced spirals of the molecular 
layers and step bunches that advance at a rate limited by a crystallographically unique step edge in each 
layer. AFM measurements in the vicinity of the core permitted determination of the growth rates along 
the six crystallographically unique directions in a single molecular layer, corroborating the assignment of 
the slowest advancing directions as A(+) and A(-). This assignment was corroborated by the trend in the 
calculated binding energies for L-cystine at these step edges, which suggested a lower energy for A(+) 
and A(-), in which the S-S bond vector is parallel to the step edge. Additional calculations of the 
stereospecific replacement energies supported CDME incorporation at the A(+) step edge, consistent with 
the birefringence observed for L-cystine crystals grown in the presence of CDME. These observations 
illustrate a remarkable fidelity of the stereospecific binding of CDME at a unique crystal site in each 
molecular layer, with a highly preferred orientation with respect to the favored step edge. Careful 
inspection of the dislocation also revealed increased step spacing and decreased step velocities near the 
core, consistent with the large elastic stresses stemming from the large Burgers vector normal to the 
(0001) face, which spans six molecular layers. The observed critical lengths and step spacings were 
accounted for by the time required for a step segment to traverse the perimeter of a strained region around 
the center of the core, after which a new segment is created. Crystal growth inhibition by L-cystine 
dimethylester (CDME) is evident from step velocities that decrease with increasing CDME concentration 
and a widening of the dead zone, as well as a corresponding increase in step roughness. These 
observations are consistent with Cabrera-Vermilyea step pinning in which adsorbed inhibitor molecules 
block step propagation, thereby increasing the curvature of the step as it advances between pinning sites 
and decreasing the effective supersaturation of the solute. Collectively, these observations provide a more 
comprehensive understanding of the crystal growth and inhibition mechanisms associated with an unusual 
dislocation spiral morphology that reflects the coincidence of a crystallographic screw axis and a screw 
dislocation. Such investigations advance the understanding of phenomena that are critical to the design of 
therapeutic inhibitors at the molecular level as well as the formation of mixed crystals comprising 
intentionally incorporated guests into host crystals. 
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APPENDIX 
Derivation of equation (2) using the method from ref. 33. Let us consider one molecule tall (with 
height of c/6) hexagonal island on the flat L-cystine (0001) surface. Assume two types of edges, i = A, B, 






L L L   . 
The energy of the island is determined by the sum of bulk, UV, and edge, U, energies.  
The bulk contribution , where  is the molar volume, NA is 
Avogadro’s number, a and c are lattice constants of L-cystine, Z = 6 is number of L-cystine molecules in 
the unit cell, and 0 is the difference in chemical potentials (negative in case of growth).  
The edge energy contribution 
B B A A4 2U L L    . Applying standard energy minimization procedure 
with respect to the edge lengths  one can get the critical lengths of the hexagon edges 
(equation (2)): 
















































Figure A1. Assignment of side lengths and edge energies for hexagonal island on L-cystine (0001) surface. 
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The crystallization kinetics of L-cystine and effect of tailored additive L-cystine dimethylester were 
studied using in situ atomic force microscopy. Anisotropy of growth kinetics and high magnitude oflarge 
Burgers vector lead toresult in a complex character of dislocation growth. L-cystine dimethylester inhibits 
growth in accordance with the Cabrera-Vermilyea model and gets incorporated into a crystal structure 
with a high selectivity.  
 
 
